We are one of the eminent organizations engaged in manufacturing, supplying & exporting **packaging machines**. Easy to operate, these machines are internationally known for precise engineering, robust construction & less maintenance.
About Us

Those who are even remotely concerned with the corrugating industry often face certain problems while dealing with these machines & although they may not realise it, the solutions to these vexing troubles often lie in the simplest of measures.

This handbook is the result of painstaking effort by Sumit Nagpal (presently heading the Nagpal Group) to understand & eliminate some of these irritants. Having carefully compiled matter taken from various sources, the author has succeeded in presenting a ready guide for manufacturers & end-users of corrugating machines alike. The common problems that one encounters while operating corrugating machines are set down in simple & easy-to understand terms along with their solutions. A small section touches upon the area of printing as well. The present booklet effectively drives away most of the cobwebs associated with the corrugating machines. Having established a manufacturing lead, the company is way ahead of its competitors & plans to stay that way for years to come. The Nagpal Group which was established by Mr Madan Lal Nagpal is presently going from strength to strength under the able guidance of his son Mr Bharat Kumar Nagpal & his grandson - the author of this extremely useful guide. The author has established himself as a packaging technologist by way of undertaking training in the field of packaging from Indian Institute of Packaging which is a national body in the packaging technology. The author is...

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/paperboard-machinery/profile.html
LAMINATION MACHINES

Automatic Lamination Machine

Semi Automatic Lamination Machine

Automatic Sheet Laminating Machines
DIE CUTTING MACHINES

Printing Slotting And Die Cutting Machine

Die Cutting Machine (Chain Feeding Rotary)

Heavy Duty Flatbed Die Cutting Machine

Chain Feeding Rotary Die Cutting Machine
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- 4-Bar Rotary Cutting & Creasing Machine
- Pasting Machine NC-500
- Per- Heater & Pre-conditioner
- Pre- Heater for Paper & 2 Ply
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CONTACT US

Paper Board Machinery Co.
Contact Person: Bhaarat Nagpal

plot No. 115 Dlf Industrial Area
Faridabad - 121003, Haryana, India

https://www.indiamart.com/paperboard-machinery/